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          The relay wire coming from your gate motor should tie into
          the green relay input labeled “GATE” (seen in illustration below). 
This wire tells your gate to open when a good code is punched in.
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          The power should connect into the green input labeled GND / V+.
          This should be ran to the supplied adapter for the proper amount
of power. Note that the keypad can only handle between 12v - 24v and
nothing below or above. Warranty does not cover a damaged pad due
to improper power installation.

5        If using a Magnetic lock for a walk through door, you will want
        to use the green input labeled Mag Lock (N/C and common.) 
This will go to the mag lock on your door. You will plug it in to the
normally closed and common port on the mag lock.

A solid 4 second buzz means the

gate has been sent the open command.

ACTIVE CODE

Three short beeps signifies that a bad

command has been sent and the gate will

not open.
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REQUIRED: Go to www.Spiderdoor.com
to “Request Install” 24 hours in advance
or email Support@Spiderdoor.com

Mag Lock



The relay wire coming from your gate motor should tie into the
green relay input labeled “GATE” (seen in illustration below).  This
wire tells your gate to open when a good code is punched in.
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The power should connect into the green input labeled GND / V+. This
should be ran to the supplied adapter for the proper amount of power. 
Note that the keypad can only handle between 12v - 24v and nothing
below or above. Warranty does not cover a damaged pad due
to improper power installation.
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WARNING
AUTOMATIC GATE CAN CAUSE SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH!

ALWAYS CHECK THAT THE GATE PATH IS CLEAR PRIOR TO OPENING!
SAFETY REVERSING DEVICES SHOULD ALWAYS BE USED!

INSTALL GUIDE
SpiderDOOR

2 Remove all screws from the top in order to wire the module
up proplery. Once wired up, place the top back on and secure
with the screws provided.

Mount the box securely to the outside of the gate motor. Be sure the
two openings are facing down as to not get water inside the box.

1 Unpack the box and make sure you have all items
shown below.
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(205) 821-6000

PowerAdapter
12-24 volts DC

SS14 c


